INFRASTRUCTURE

Our production operations include Pressing, Metal Cutting, Heat Treatment, Painting and Packaging sections and we rigidly use only Boron Steel as the raw material for manufacturing our products.

The manufacturing process consists of Full automatic production lines, Half automatic production lines, Plasma lines. The cutting and shaping process is performed by the Press Machine.

The Heat Treatment process comprises of Annealing, Cooling and Tempering processes. These processes are performed under continuous and sensitive control. The cooling process is performed only by specific chemicals.

The Painting process operates automatically by the powder printing system.
We are strongly determined to create a world leading farm machinery company with a sustainable corporate culture.

The journey began in 2004, by Mr. Ashok Rajpal who has been in the business for more than 30 years, gaining an impressive position in the agricultural business globally.

Rajpal Agricultural Machinery Pvt. Ltd. (RAM) is a proud manufacturer of strong, reliable, resilient and durable disc blades made from high quality boron steel, which undergoes a unique and advanced heat treatment process.

We are highly dignified manufacturers and provide a wide range of disc blades ranging from 3mm to 8mm. Our product portfolio is just not limited to Plain Disc, Notched Disc, Conical Disc, Dimpled Disc and Coulter Blades but also includes more varieties.

To ensure the high quality that RAM boasts of, all our products go through individual rigorous test, from Raw material procurement till the dispatch of goods to measure performance. These tests not only help us to meet and exceed industry standards but it also helps in providing our esteemed clients the consistency and highest level of satisfaction in quality that they very much expect and deserve. We primarily lay focus on our customers and their customized requirements for our products.

**MISSION**

We aim to become the best quality supplier of high quality farm machinery that is economical and efficient. We aspire to satisfy all your tillage requirements by providing you with a wide and diverse range of Blades.

*Rajpal Agricultural Machinery strongly believes that quality is the lydian stone to prosperity.*

**VISION**

We intend to create a world leading farm machinery company with a sustainable corporate culture. We train and develop our team by empowering them with productive techniques that help us achieve operational excellence and continuous upgraded quality.

**PRODUCTS**

- Notched Disc
- Dome Disc/Center Less
- Flat Center Disc
- Rise Flat Back disc
- Conical Disc
- Dimpled Disc
- Coulters
- Wavy Flat Centered Coulter
- Flat Disc Blade